
SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW LAND PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT. (LIME SPREADER}

3. GENERAL: The intended equipments are to be used for the preparation of fallow areas during
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable

and tailored for tropical weather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare
parts that can be obtained easily for the effective maintenance of the tractors to be

pu rchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

9) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
10) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
1-1) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

12) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.
13) Users Manuals in English

14) Workshop Manuals in English

15) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

1-6) Essential spares to cover one year use.

4. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

4) MAKE - (To be specified by the bidder)
5) MODEL - (To be specified by the bidder)
6) TYPE - (To be specified by the bidder)
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LIME SPREADER

TECH NICAL SPECIFICATION

- Working width in (m) - 10 to 1-5

- Capacity of fertilizer box in liters (L) - 480 to 520

- P.T.O, rotation speed rpm: 540 - 1000

- Total weight (t<e) - t60 - 290
- Matched power (hp) - 50 - 90

- Linkage - Three point suspension ll type
- P.T.O, Transmission shaft in 8 spline
- Double disc plate spreader. (Aluminum)
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SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW LAND PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT. (DISC HARROW)

5. GENERAL: The intended equipments are to be used for the preparation of fallow areas during
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable
and tailored for tropicalweather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare

parts that can be obtained easily for the effective maintenance of the tractors to be
pu rchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

17) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
18) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
19) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

20) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.
21) Users Manuals in English

22) Workshop Manuals in English

23) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

24) Essential spares to cover one year use.

6. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

7) MAKE

8) MODEL

9) TYPE

(To be specified by the bidder)
(To be specified by the bidder)
(To be specified by the bidder)



DISC HARROW

TECH N ICAL SPECI FICATION

A. Working width in (m)

Welght operating (k)

Blade spacing front in (cm)

Blade spacing rear in (cm)

Blade size m (cm)

Blade thickness (mm)

Quantity
Type Notch front /smooth

GANG AXLE

Diameter in (mm)
Type

Angle front %

Angle rear Yo

Tubing frame in (mm)
Tubing gang in (mm)

B. BEARING HANGER

Material
Size in (mm)

U bolt size in (mm)

Bearing type
Depth control type

HYDRAULICS

Cylinder size in (cm)

Hose length in {cm)

TYRES

Type - Pneumatic
Size - 9.51 - 1"56 ply

- 2.4 to 2.6
- 881,3 to 925.3
- L9.1.to 20.2
- 19.1 to 20.2
- 50.8 to 60.2
- 3,5 to 4.0
- 32 No. chuk

rear

28.6 to 30,0

square
9 to 26 degree
8to27

101.6 x 76.2x 4.8 to L27 x76x6.4
76.2x76.2x4.8

steel
50.8 x L01,6

19.1to 19.5

Self aligning mount, sealed or lubricated
PM adjust center mount

7 .6 x 20.3cm to 7.8 to 20.5cm

381 to 400

ball bearings

C, Disc leveling adjustable with a crank
Disc gang adjust to match soil conditions
Duel wheels provide consistent disking depth
Hydraulic controls raise and lower the disk
Two blade taper creates level soil surface
Transport locks provide safe transportation
End washers and wrenches keep gang shaft and nut tight.
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SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW LAND PREPARATION

EQUTPMENT. (BUNCH WASTE COMPOST MANURE SPREADERI

7. GENERAL: The intended equipments are to be used for the preparation of fallow areas during
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable
and tailored for tropical weather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare
parts that can be obtained easily for the effective maintenance of the tractors to be

pu rchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

25) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
26) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
27) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

28) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.
29) Users Manuals in English

30) Workshop Manuals in English

31) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

32) Essential spares to cover one year use.

8. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

10) MAKE - (To be specified by the bidder)
11) MODEL (To be specified by the bidder)
12) TYPE - (To be specified by the bidder)
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BUNCH WASTE COMPOST MANURE SPREADER

TECH N ICAL SPECI FICATION

Perm, max weight - 10,000kg
Max. axle load - 7,000kg
Max. tow bar load - 2,500kg

Container Dimensions (inside)

Length (m) - 4.I5
Width (m) - L.80

Height (m) - 1,20

Height with protection bar (m) - L50

Total Dimensions

Length (m) - 6.50
Width (m) - 2.20

Loading height - 3.20
Dimension with tyres - 11.5/80 - 15.3

Spreader unit channel (m) - 1.5

Capacity (m3) - L5

Power requirement - 80 HP

T.P.O. shaft - 540/1000
Single Axle double hub. rs+\
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SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW L.AND PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT. (BUNCH WASTE CHOPPER}

9. GENERAL: The intended equipments are to be used for the preparation of fallow areas during
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable

and tailored for tropical weather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare

parts that can be obtained easily for the effective maintenance of the tractors to be

pu rchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

33) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
3a) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
35) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

36) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.

37) Users Manuals in English

38) Workshop Manuals in English

39) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

40) Essential spares to cover one year use.

10. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

13) MAKE - (To be specified by the bidder)
14) MODEL - (To be specified by the bidder)
15) TYPE - (To be specified by the bidder) A$-rtt
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BUNCH WASTE CHOPPER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

L. Machine: Heavy duty empty fruit bunch shredder

2. Capacity: t2 - 1,4 MT of EFB / Hour

3. Gear Ratio: MC 3PLSF 08

4. Motor type: Any

5. Motor Power: 1-10KW to 1-50 KW

6. Motor Length: 4" to 6"

7. Motor Max. Speed: 1",500 rpm to 2,200rpm

8. Dimension: HxLxW in(m): L.45 x3.Lx 1..2 / L.5 x 4 x L.3

9. Weight range {kgs): 3,700 to 5,000

10. Double motor and dual shaft
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SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW LAND PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT. (CHEMICAL SPRAYER WITH 3 POINTS HITCH)

11. GENERAL: Theintendedequipmentsaretobeusedforthepreparationof fallowareasduring
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable
and tailored for tropical weather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare
parts that can be obtained easily for the effective maintenance of the tractors to be
purchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

41) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
42) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
43) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

44) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.
45) Users Manuals in English

46) Workshop Manuals in English
47) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

48) Essential spares to cover one year use.

L2. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

16) MAKE

17) MODEL

18) TYPE

(To be specified by the bidder)
(To be specified by the bidder)
(To be specified by the bidder)



CHEMICAL SPRAYER WITH 3 POINTS HITCH (Liquid Solution SPTAVCT)

TECHN ICAL SPECIFICATION

1. Sprayer type - 3 point hitch
2, Tank capacity - 1501to 2001

3. Double folder booms
4. Boom total length (m) - 5.5 - 6.5

5. Total number of nozzle - t0 - 12

6, Nozzle distance (m) - .55 - .65

7. Boom should be made of aluminum stainless steel

8. Sprayer will be operated by a one shock pump engine
9. Tank must be plastic fabrication
1"0. Tank must have a drain plug

11. Flexible hose connected from the tank to the nozzle
1-2. Pump - Comet APS 121 or equivalent
13. Flow /Pressure - 31 gpm / 725psi to 3.5 gpm/750psi
l-4. Fan housing - Galvanized

1-5. Manifold - stainless steel

L6. Nozzle body material - Brass

1.7. Nozzles - Ceramic
18. Air Speed (mph) - I79 to 182



SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW LAND PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT. (DISK HARROW PLOUGH}

13. GENERAL: The intended equipments are to be used for the preparation of fallow areas during
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable

and tailored for tropical weather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare

parts that can be obtained easily forthe effective maintenance of the tractors to be

pu rchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

49) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
50) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
51) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

52) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.
53) Users Manuals in English

54) Workshop Manuals in English

55) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

56) Essential spares to cover one year use.

L4. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

19) MAKE - (To be specified by the bidder)
20) MODEL - (To be specified by the bidder)
21) TYPE - (To be specified by the bidder)
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DISK HARROW PLOUGH

TECH NICAL SPECIFICATION

L. Required power HP - 90 - 100
2. Total length of low (mm) - range from 3000 to 3500
3. No. of Bottoms - 3 to 4
4. Working width of each bottom (mm) - 300/350 /400 to 320/ 370/450
5, Under frame point clearance (mm) - 600 to 630

6, Horizontal suction (mm) - L0 to 25

7. Vertical suction ( Penetration Pitch) - LOmm to 25mm
B. Working depth (min - max) mm - 200 - 300 (8" - L3") t 30mm
9. Working width (mm) - 900 to L1-00

10. Penetration pitch (mm) - 620 to 650

1-L. Approx weight - 650kg to 710kg
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SPECIFICATIONS OF BRAND NEW LAND PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT. (AUTONOMUS HIGH PRESSURE WASHING MACHINE)

15. GENERAL: Theintendedequipmentsaretobeusedforthepreparationof fallowareasduring
land development such as crushing, lime application, organic matter application,
disking & leveling and also the chopping of bunch waste for application in mature
farms. Therefore the implements to be purchased must be brand new, reliable

and tailored for tropicalweather and stony fields.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed heavy equipment
dealer, reliable and his equipment facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare
parts that can be obtained easily forthe effective maintenance of the tractors to be
purchased.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

57) The supplier must provide the Manufacturer's certificate of the implement
58) The supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial view of the

implements, chassis data and weight capacity from the auto-manufacturer.
59) Guarantee from the manufacturer that the spares will be available for at least twenty

(20) years.

60) The implements to be supplied must be of European Union origin.
61) Users Manuals in English

62) Workshop Manuals in English

63) Spare Parts Catalogue in English

64) Essential spares to cover one year use.

16. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURER

22) MAKE (To be specified by the bidder)
23) MODEL - (To be specified by the bidder)
24) TYPE (To be specified by the bidder)
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AUTONOMOUS HIGH PRESSURE WASHING MACHINE

TECHN ICAL SPECIFICATION

- Flow rate range (GPM) - 2.0 to 4.0
- Pressure range (PSl) - 450 - 3000
- Horse power (HP) - 9,5 to L2

- Voltage /Phase / Amps - 220VlLPH / 3AMP - 23OVl 1PH/ 30AMP
- Fuel Type - Diesel
- Fuel Tank in Liters. - 30 to 35
- Fuel consumption in Liters - 5 to 6
- Pump type - Any
- Detergent Tank 1-/ Tank 2 in L:- 11- 13 / 24-25
- Maximum temperature (F): 300"F to 3L5"F
- Weight (Lbs) : 377 to 401.

- The machine should be able to wash equipment with oil and grease therefore hot water is
needed to dissolve the sticky oil and grease on the body of the machines

The washing machine should be equipped with the following:-

- Lockable cover
- Hot and cold switch control button
- With tubeless tyres for wheels
- Washing hose of about 6 meters to 8 meters long
- Washing gun with adjustable nozzles
- Lockable fuel cap. hM
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SPECIFICATIONS OF A BRAND NEW MINI BUS TO BE USED AS AMBULANCE

L. GENERAL: The intended mini buses is to assist the transportation of sick and injured workers
to the clinics which is lOkm away from some of the farms. Therefore the mini buses to be

purchased must be brand new and reliable in orderto realize the maximum utilization forthe
huge investment.

Therefore, the contractor or supplier must be an authorized licensed automobile dealer,

reliable and his auto facility readily accessible with adequate stock of spare parts that can be

obtained easily for the effective maintenance of the bus.

The following documents are required in order to ascertain legibility:

1) The contractor/supplier must provide a servicing and maintenance guarantee period of

One (1)year.

2l The contractor/supplier must have a training program for project drivers and mechanics

before the bus is supplied.

3) The contractor/supplier must provide Data Characteristic Sheet containing a pictorial

view of the bus, engine data, transmission data, chassis data, suspension data, Brakes

system data, weight capacity and bus dimension data from the auto-manufacturer.
4) The contractor/supplier must provide all technical documents:

a. Users manual in English

b. Maintenance manual in English

c. Parts catalogue in English

d. Tools kits
e. Wheelspannerfack
f. Essential spares to cover one year use

5) The mini bus to be supplied must be of European Union Origin.

II. MINI BUS MANUFACTURER

aMAKE (To be specified by the bidder)
4) MODEL - (To be specified by the bidder)
5) TYPE - (To be specified by the bidder)

III. MECHNICAL SYSTEM DATA

1.. DIESEL ENGINE

1".0 TYPE - lnline 4 cylinder water cooling.

1,.1 Maximum Horse Power - tIO/4800 to 115/5OOO

1,,2 Maximum torque - 235/2400 - 4000 to 23812500 - 4025

1.3 Displacement - 2693cc to 2.78Occ

1..4 No. of Value - 16

1.5 Power Rating - 8cv to 9cv

1.6 BATTERIES - (12v /80Ah to (12vl9OAh)

IV TRANSMISSION

1.0 Transmission Type - 5 speed MT

1.1 Transmission gear ratio type - 5 speed manual.

V SUSPENSION

1.0 Front/Rear - Reinforced suspension double wish bone independent
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Suspension, rear variable rate leaf spring.

BRAKE SYSTEM

1.0 System - ABS

1.1 Front / rear - Disc / Drum

DIMENSIONS

1.0 Overall LxWxH (mm) - (5355x1875x2280) to(5380x1880x2285)
1.1 lnternal minimum dimensions - (4500 x 1600 x 1500)

OPERATING SPECIFICATION

L.0 Maximum speed - 140km/h to 160km/h
L.1, Weight when empty - 2.0 tons to 2.1tons
1.2 Weight when loaded 3.0 tons to 3.3 tons
1.3 Distance from ground to chassis - 2 200m to 2 260mm
1..4 Fueltank in liters - 70 to 90

TYRE

L.0 Tyre Size -

SEATS

1.0 No. of seats

185/70R L5c to 195/75 ISc

XI EQUIPMENT

1-.0 Radio CD

\.L Air condition
1.2 Foldable Zno, 3'0, and 4th rows of chairs
1.3 Seat with fabric covering
1".4 3 point safety belts driver and passengers

1.5 Tools including jack and wheel spanner
1.6 Fire extinguisher
1.7 Security jackets

1.8 Triangular warning plate with safety reflectors 2No
1.9 Air bags.

N/B: Please, for further information liaise with the Engineering Services Manager Banana.
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